
Methods: Consider music as a system of tones on a fractal lattice, with dissonance interactions:

Fractal Construction: Fractal lattices are 
constructed by replacing a singular bond with set 
of bonds in parallel and series, then iterating on 
all the bonds in the new structure. The 
dimension d of the lattice is set by the number of 
series bonds b and parallel bonds q : d=1+lnq/lnb 

RG Transformations: Process of removing 
bonds from the lattice while keeping partition 
function Z constant gives rise to recursion 
relations for the Fourier components of Z.

Fig. 3: RG relations for series, parallel, 2D fractal lattice
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Background:
■How do we choose notes in music? Many historical

systems: just intonation, equal temperament, meantone
■Tuning systems balance tradeoff between minimizing

dissonance, maximizing note variety; likewise, physical
systems minimize energy, maximize entropy

■We can use statistical physics to model organization of
sounds into music; mean-field model shows 3 unique
phases [1]

■RG theory utilized to build on mean-field results, explore
in more detail different phases of pitch organization
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Fig. 1: Dissonance Hamiltonian: depends on interval width and critical 
bandwidth ωc , with minima distributed at consonant frequency ratios
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Fig. 2: The mean field model shows a disordered 
phase for high T, a phase with equally spaced pitches 
at middle T, and uneven pitches at low T.
Above: phase diagram, labeled with number of  
pitches. Below: pitch distributions for variable T.

Fig. 5: Phase diagrams 
for dissonance 
Hamiltonian on a 
variety of fractal 
lattices. The 2D lattice 
shows a BKT transition 
between disordered 
and ordered phases. For 
dimensions higher than 
two, intermediate 
phases emerge, 
resembling the 
structure of the mean 
field phase diagram. In 
each of these 
intermediate phases, 
the precise period of 
the fixed point varies 
depending on  ωc

Fig. 4: RG transformations give rise to three classes of fixed point in Fourier space at low, intermediate, and high 
temperatures, which correspond to different phases. The intermediate fixed point has every kth value nonzero; the precise 
value of k depends on the critical bandwidth. In real space, these fixed points suggest different tuning systems; in particular, 
the intermediate fixed point has k evenly space peaks, suggesting k equally distributed pitches.

Intermediate phases labeled 
with the number of pitches in 
each phase

Intermediate phases 
labeled with period of 
Fourier RG fixed point
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